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Intro Comic 
Page 1 

Panel 1 

Yuna looks down at Pyonkichi. Yuna is a cute, girly 14-year-old with her hair in pigtails, wearing an anime-ish 
school uniform. Pyonkichi is a rabbit-like tsukaima/mascot critter with antennas that point backwards from 
the top of his head. 

Caption: When Pyonkichi came to me, it was a dream came true. 

Panel 2 

Yuna holds a magical pendant in her hands, and looks excited. 

Caption: I could be a magical girl, just like in my favorite anime. 

Panel 3 

Yuna, in magical girl garb (a cute dress with lace and little angel wings), holds up a magic wand and smiles. 

Caption: I could protect the people I love. 

Panel 4 

Yuna holds an Oblivion Seed in her hand. 

Caption: And if I get 13 Oblivion Seeds I can make a wish. Before I wasn’t sure what to wish for... 

Page 2 

Panel 1 

Yuna is at home, hugging her crying little sister and trying to look brave. 

Caption: But one day my dad just disappeared. 

Caption: Mom had to find a job. It’s... been hard. 

Panel 2 

Yuna is helping a confused Makoto up. Yuna is in her school uniform, while Makoto is in casual clothes 
(khaki shorts, a T-shirt, and sneakers). Makoto is boyish, with short hair and sharp eyes. 

Caption: I found a partner in Makoto. She was a magical girl like me, but she had amnesia, and no family we 
could find. 

Panel 3 

Makoto and Yuna are both in magical girl form. Makoto’s magical girl outfit is also more boyish, with shorts, 
a stylized tunic, and gloves and boots. She’s wielding a large sword and is shielding Yuna. 

Caption: She fights bravely and protects me. 

Panel 4 

Makoto is doubled over and clutching at a wound in her side. Yuna is scared for her. 

Caption: ...Even when it costs her. 

Panel 5 

Yuna is launching a magical blast. 

Caption: But there are things she can’t protect me from. 
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Page 3 

Panel 1 

Yuna’s magical blast pierces a youma, an amorphous black shadow with glowing red circular eyes. 

Panel 2 

Yuna is reaching for the Oblivion Seed, a diamond-shaped gem (kind of like the Jewel Seeds from Lyrical Na-
noha) with magical writing on it. 

Makoto: Good work, Yuna. 

Panel 3 

Yuna freezes in place and looks horrified as a voice comes from the fading fragments of the youma. 

Voice: Yuna? Is that you? 

Page 4 

Panel 1 

A horrified Yuna clutches her head. 

Voice: It’s dark... I can’t feel anything... Please, help m... 

Panel 2 

Yuna freezes in place on her knees. The youma is completely gone. 

Yuna: (whimpering) Natsumi...? 

Panel 3 

Makoto has whirled around on Pyonkichi. 

Makoto: (yelling) What the hell was that?! 

Panel 4 

Makoto is angrily clutching Pyonkichi in her hands. Pyonkichi regards her with a fixed smile. 

Makoto: Natsumi is dead! We all saw! 

Pyonkichi: You humans always get so upset over these things, even when they’re undeniably necessary. 

Panel 5 

Yuna is still on her knees, sobbing and glowing with magical power. 

Yuna: Natsumi... I’m sorry... 

Pages 5-6 

Panel 1 

Makoto desperately reaches for Yuna. Yuna is glowing even brighter. 

Makoto: Yuna! You’ve got to calm down! 

Panel 2 (two-page spread) 

An explosion of pure white light consumes several city blocks. (Not unlike that iconic scene from Akira.) 

Magical g Burst 
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Introduction 
The city contains a hidden danger that mortal eyes cannot see. The youma, creatures born of dark magic and 
humanity’s dark, entropic desires, prowl the shadows of the city and the souls of men. Their victims are de-
voured, ripped from reality itself and never seen again. However, the city is not without defenders. There are 
creatures born of brighter magic and purer emotion, the tsukaima, who recruit humans with magical poten-
tial to fight the youma. Males have too little magical power, and adults have even less, so girls must become 
mahou shoujo, or magical girls, to defend the city and the people they love. It is a dangerous task, but it is 
not without rewards. Each fully grown youma yields an Oblivion Seed, and a magical girl who gathers thir-
teen seeds will be granted a wish. 

Magical Burst is a dark magical girl RPG. It is not dark in the sense of things being decrepit and shadowy—if 
anything the city is outwardly a little too shiny and perfect—but rather in terms of the human cost of the 
power of magic and the fight against the youma. In this game each player takes on the role of a magical girl, 
a young girl (age 10 to 16) who has made a contract with a tsukaima to gain the magic power necessary to 
fight the youma. Magical girls are not necessarily good people, and the tsukaima do not have their best in-
terests in mind. 

Necessary Materials 
Like most RPGs, you will need a few things besides this book. In particular, you’ll need: 

 Some six-sided dice (at least two, though a dozen or so is best) 

 Pencils 

 Paper (preferably but not necessarily the character sheets, which you can photocopy from the back of 
the book or download from our website). 

 One person to be the Game Master and some others (preferably a small number like 2 or 3, though 
you can have more if you really want) to be players. 

Design Notes 
I’ve wanted to make a dark magical girl RPG forever, as the genre is one that practically begs to be satirized 
and subverted. Magical Burst is thus partly a descendent of the Magical World campaign setting I created way 
back when, but more focused on a personal level. This particular attempt was heavily inspired by the anime 
series Puella Magi Madoka Magica (which I highly recommend), though it’s also informed by my own ideas, a 
touch of Superflat sensibilities, and entirely too much exposure to the unadulterated version of the genre. 
RPGs that influenced the actual game that resulted include Don’t Rest Your Head, Maid RPG, Sorcerer, My Life 
With Master, and Blowback. Because I’ve always got to inject anime into goddamn everything. 
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A Magical World 
The City 
Magical Burst takes place in a large, clean, modern city. There are skyscrapers, trains, shops, schools, homes, 
and so on. On the surface it is a safe place, though it is not necessarily a happy one. 

Tsukaima 
The tsukaima (“familiars”) are cute little magical creatures who can grant girls with sufficient potential the 
power of a magical girl. Some look closer to normal animals than others, but they never quite look natural. A 
tsukaima’s fur is always a little too clean and soft, they come in pure, vivid colors, and they often have some 
kind of arcane marking on them. And that’s on top of them being sentient and capable of human speech. 

As creatures of magic, tsukaima don’t quite think the way people do. Some are better than others at cover-
ing it up, but their values and understanding of the world are always a little off from how humans see 
things. 

The Power of Magic 
Magic is a power that falls outside the realm of normal reality. It can be beautiful and glorious at times, but 
there is something unnatural about it that people find disturbing. Religious people claim to believe in magic 
and miracles, but the fact of the matter is that people react very poorly to disruptions in the natural flow of 
the world they’ve become accustomed to since birth. 

Magical Girls 
As we’ve discussed elsewhere in this book, magical girls are humans who can wield the power of magic. On-
ly girls have the level of innate magical potential required, and even then they must make a pact with a tsu-
kaima to use it. A magical girl receives a pendant that she can use to “transform” into her magical girl form. 
This transformation outwardly consists of a spontaneous change into a fanciful costume, but it unlocks mag-
ical potential. Magical girls’ powers tend to be concentrated around a particular element or theme, though 
they can potentially put that elemental power to very creative uses. 

Putting this kind of power in the hands of adolescent girls has consequences. They can abuse their newfound 
power, they can be astonishingly cruel to one another, and some will do just about anything to get their 
hands on another Oblivion Seed. 

It’s not clear how many magical girls there are in the world. They never appear in the news, and most 
people would dismiss them as mere fiction. However, there are others besides you and your friends. Some-
times you see things on the news that you’re sure must be the work of other magical girls somewhere, but 
no one ever seems to suspect. 
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Nightmares and Youma 
Normal people cannot perceive the youma or their influence, but they can certainly feel it. An active youma 
generates a distortion in the tapestry of the world called a Nightmare. For ordinary people this manifests as 
simply a vague feeling of dread. For magical girls and any others attuned to magic, a Nightmare appears as 
an increasingly surreal region of distorted reality. On the edges of the Nightmare things will seem a little off 
here and there, but at its heart, where the youma resides, it is a maddening jumble of objects and images. 

It’s not totally clear what youma even are, but they are unquestionably dangerous. They can take on count-
less different forms, from warped humanoids to masses of abstract shapes. Some believe that they derive 
their forms from the dreams and thoughts of the people around them. 

Youma sap energy from unsuspecting humans, stealing memories, emotions, and life force itself. Victims 
who are only lightly touched by youma become tired and listless for a time, while those who suffer a more 
extensive attack can be turned into suicidal zombies or ripped them from reality entirely. When a youma 
recognizes an actual threat, it will lash out and try to destroy that threat immediately. 

Normal people can’t even properly perceive youma, much less hope to beat one. Only magic can harm them. 
When a magical girl kills a youma, its Nightmare collapses, leaving behind only an Oblivion Seed, or possibly 
two or even three for a particularly powerful youma. These appear as diamond-shaped gems with some kind 
of magical writing on them. Magical girls can store them inside of their weapons. It is said that a magical 
girl who accumulates 13 Oblivion Seeds is granted one wish. 
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Creating Your Magical Girl 
Each player takes on the role of a magical girl who has recently made a contract with a tsukaima to gain the 
power necessary to fight the youma. 

Creating a magical girl requires a certain amount of creativity, but if you’re stumped you can find d66 tables 
for several of the elements required here in the Appendix. 

What kind of girl are you? 
Your magical girl used to be a more or less ordinary girl, but we need to know a little more about her than 
that. What do people see when they look at you? Are you cute and silly, calculating and elegant, or hopeless-
ly plain? 

What convinced you to make a contract? 
What is it that made you decide to make a contract with a tsukaima? Was the lure of becoming a magical 
girl irresistible? Or is there something you want to wish for so badly you’ll take any risk for it? Or do you 
just want the chance to fight and kill things? 

What is your wish? 
Should you manage to collect 13 Oblivion Seeds, you will be granted one wish. What is your wish? If you 
could have anything, absolutely anything at all, simply come true by magic, what would it be? 

Magical Element 
Select which element your magical girl wields. Her special attacks will be colored by this, and she can some-
times do works of magic around it. Your element probably says something about what kind of person your 
magical girl is. You can choose just about anything as your magical element; here are some ideas. 

 One of the classical elements (earth, air, fire, water) 

 One of the Chinese elements (earth, fire, metal, water, wood) 

 A “video game” element (ice, lightning, light, shadow, magnetism, gravity, sound, etc.) 

 An emotion (love, hate, fear, etc.) 

 Some other object, force, or theme, such as radiation, chains, blood, cakes, etc. 

Magical Weapon 
When you utilize your magical power, it manifests in the form of some kind of weapon you can use to do 
battle. Some magical girls simply wield a magic wand or staff and launch magical spells at foes, but many 
use a more direct form of attack such as a sword or gun. 

Magical Power 
You also get one magical power. This is a special ability you can use in addition to being able to fight youma, 
something that violates the normal laws of reality. This can be in the range of useful “super powers” like 
flight or invisibility, or something more unique like magically having a train or bus show up whenever you 
need it or the ability to summon hundreds of cute little birds. Magical powers don’t have to be all that spec-
tacular if you don’t want; having a magical girl who can simply conjure up cakes from thin air is perfectly 
fine. 

Costume 
Magical girls must “transform” to use their full powers, though they can transform in the blink of an eye. 
What color is it? What kind of style is it? What motifs does it feature? Most magical girl costumes are fanci-
ful dresses of some kind, but you’re limited only by your imagination. 
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Attributes 
Magical girls are defined by three attributes: Magic, Heart, and Fury. Magic is of course pure magical power, 
Heart is your ability to form and protect connections with other people, and Fury is your ability to summon 
up anger and violence. 

Assign values of 4, 6, and 8 among the three attributes. Keep in mind that some enemies are vulnerable to 
Heart and strong against Fury or vice versa. Magic will always work against youma, but when magic goes 
wrong its effects can be more dangerous. 

Relationships 
Relationships are your emotional and social bonds to people around you. You start out with a relationship 
with each of the other players’ magical girls, plus up to two others of your choice. You can make up new 
characters to fill these roles, such as parents, friends, love interests, etc., but you cannot form a relationship 
with a tsukaima. 

For each relationship, select one of the three attributes (Magic, Heart, or Fury) to represent the nature of 
your connection. Heart relationships come from proper human feelings, Magic relationships come from 
common involvement in the world of the magical, and Fury relationships represent rivalries or camaraderie 
that arise from battle. 

Crisis 
At the start of the game, something has just happened to your magical girl that she cannot ignore. This is 
her crisis, and you get to decide what it is. The Game Master will take it and run with it, so try to make it 
good. 
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Playing the Game 
Magical Burst is played as a series of scenes, which together form episodes, which in turn make up an over-
all series. Some scenes simply let you develop the situation and see what happens, while others are battles 
with youma, and still others deal specifically with the consequences of those battles. 

This game only has rules for certain things. For everything else, this game trusts you to figure things out. For 
many RPGs the convention is that the GM uses his or her own judgment and makes decisions about things, 
but you can get the players more involved if you wish. 

Dice Notation 
#d6: When there is a number followed by d6, it means that you roll that many six-sided dice and add them 

together. For example, if it says 2d6, you roll two dice, and if you were to get a 3 and a 5 the result 
would be 8. You will also see this notation followed by modifiers, such as 2d6+7; simply get the die roll 
result like usual, and apply the modifier listed. For 2d6+7 roll two dice, then add up the two dice and 
the +7. 

d66: This is a special type of die roll used to get results from a table. Take two six-sided dice, designate one 
as the tens digit and the other as the ones digit, and roll them. Putting the two digits together will give 
you one of 36 results numbered 11 to 66. For example, if the tens digit die comes up as a 4 and the ones 
digit die comes up as a 2, your result is 42. In normal gameplay this is only used for the mutation table, 
but there are several optional tables in the appendix. 

Scenes and Role-Playing 
A game of Magical Burst is divided up into several scenes. Much like in other media, a scene is simply a seg-
ment of the overall story. Depending on how you play the GM might be the one making decisions about 
when scenes begin and end, but as elsewhere players can get involved too. A few things in this game operate 
based on the passing of scenes, but they’re mainly a tool to pace the game and focus on core parts where 
important stuff is going on. 

The rest of this chapter consists of various rules that you will bring into the game as needed, but the rest of 
the time you will simply be role-playing. 

Transforming 
Magical girls have two forms: normal and magical girl. In their normal form they are more or less normal 
girls, the only unusual thing being that they have a special pendant that can never be stolen, lost, or even 
discarded. When a magical girl transforms she may experience an elaborate “transformation sequence” of her 
costume forming around her body, but to the outside world the transformation is virtually instantaneous. If, 
for example, a youma launches an attack at a magical girl in her normal form, she can transform in time to 
react to even the fastest of attacks. Transforming is necessary because a magical girl cannot access any of 
her magical abilities otherwise. 
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Challenges 
In Magical Burst a “challenge” is a task where a magical girl attempts to do something challenging through 
magic. Non-magical matters should be decided with common sense, according to how the magical girls and 
other characters involves are characterized, and if a magical girl brings magic into a non-magical matter she 
will automatically succeed, albeit with unwanted consequences being a very distinct possibility. 

When a magical girl is faced with a challenge, the player selects one of the three attributes to represent how 
she’s approaching what’s at hand and what’s motivating her. Heart magic is fueled by the magical girl’s posi-
tive emotions, Fury is powered by her violent, negative emotions, and there is magic that’s purely for Mag-
ic’s sake. 

Whichever you choose, roll two six-sided dice (2d6) and add them to your attribute number. For any of your 
dice that come up as a 6, you have to add an Overcharge point to the attribute you used, but you get to roll 
another die and add it to your total. (And if you happen to roll another 6, you get another Overcharge point 
and get to roll another die. There is no limit to this.) You can also voluntarily take a point of Overcharge to 
roll an extra die, which is helpful if you really need to succeed at something. 

The total you get is called your Result. For things where your magical girl is trying to work a feat of magic, 
the GM will set a Difficulty, and you need to get at least that high of a Result to succeed. If you are working 
against someone else who is using magic, you will have to get a better Result than they do. In the case of a 
tie, have each side roll an extra die—without worrying about 6s—to resolve it. 

Overcharge 
Any time you get 5 or more Overcharge points in an attribute, you have to do Fallout (explained below) to 
get rid of it as soon as possible. 

Using Magic 
The most common use for challenges is in battles (explained below), but magical girls can also use their 
magic for other purposes. In particular, they can do things appropriate to their Magical Element or Magical 
Power. 

Whatever your Magical Element is, you can exert some control over it in the world. There are no hard and 
fast rules for what you can do with an elemental effect, but as a rule of thumb it’s always easier to work 
with something that’s already there than to conjure it from thin air. 

Shock Checks 
When magical girls experience something particularly shocking, the GM may call for a shock check. Pick an 
attribute, roll two dice, and roll an additional die each time a 6 comes up. You don’t have to calculate the 
total; just figure out how many 6s you get and put that many Overcharge points on the attribute you chose. 
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Battles 
A battle is a structured series of Challenges against one or more opponents. Each participant in a battle has a 
certain number of Resolve points, and successful attacks will remove those. A character that runs out of Re-
solve is defeated and will be at their opponent’s mercy unless someone else intervenes. Magical girls have 13 
Resolve at the start of an episode. Youma will have a variable amount depending on how powerful they are. 

The players can attack in any order they wish, though any time you attack someone there is a chance of 
them getting a better Result and harming you instead. You cannot attack twice in a row unless no one else 
wants to. When a clash happens, the two characters involved both make challenge rolls. Whoever gets the 
better result wins that exchange. 

If you beat your opponent’s Result, you get to cause damage, which removes some of their Resolve. A magi-
cal girl attack causes 1d6 damage, plus 2 per point of Overcharge you took from the Challenge. Damage rolls 
don’t add extra dice on a 6 the way Challenge rolls do. 

You can attack multiple targets at once, but you take a penalty of -2 to your Result and -1 to damage (dam-
age can’t go below 1 from penalties though) for each target after the first. 

A youma whose Resolve is totally depleted is destroyed and leaves behind an Oblivion Seed. If there are mul-
tiple magical girls present they will have to decide who gets it. A magical girl who loses all of her Resolve is 
incapacitated for the rest of the battle. If an opponent then takes a turn to attack her it will kill her. Time to 
make a new character. Also, unless another magical girl specifically retrieves the body, a dead magical girl 
will completely disappear when a defeated youma’s Nightmare collapses. 

Magical girls who survive a battle will go back up to 13 Resolve at the start of the next scene, though the 
memory of the pain they’ve experienced will definitely remain. 

Magical Girl vs. Magical Girl 
Things get a little bit more complicated when magical girls clash, since they both have three attributes to 
choose from. When magical girls fight one another, each attribute is more powerful against one other 
attribute, creating a rock-paper-scissors type of relationship. To make things fair, you can either make a set 
of battle cards (back of the book or a PDF on the website). Each participant pick which attribute/card to use 
in secret, then reveal them at the same time. Or alternatively you can just pay rock-paper-scissors (where 
rock is Heart, scissors are Magic, and paper is Fury). 

Regardless, each attribute gives a bonus to your Result when opposing one other attribute, as follows: 

 Heart (Rock): +2 vs. Magic (Scissors) 

 Magic (Scissors): +2 vs. Fury (Paper) 

 Fury (Paper): +2 vs. Heart (Rock) 

Relationships 
Charging Resolve 
Following a scene where you have a distinctly positive interaction with someone with whom you have a re-
lationship, you can temporarily gain a point of Resolve for the next time you go into battle. 

Forming New Relationships 
Magical girls can of course form new relationships over the course of the game. This simply requires a sub-
stantial level of interaction with someone during a free scene. When that happens, you can mark down a 
relationship, and assign whichever attribute seems most appropriate. 

Altering Existing Relationships 
Likewise, you can change the attribute assigned to an existing relationship after role-playing through at least 
one scene that makes it clear your relationship has changed. 
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Fallout 
In order to get rid of Overcharge, magical girls will have to suffer fallout. Fallout is the unwanted conse-
quences of using magic and fighting youma. You can voluntarily take fallout during free scenes, but if you 
take 5 or more points of Overcharge in any one attribute you must resolve your fallout either right away, or 
right after the current battle ends. (However, if you have 6+ Magic Overcharge, a Magical Burst always hap-
pens right away, regardless of the current state of the battle.) 

The effects of fallout depend on the attribute the Overcharge points were attached to and the number of 
points you’re removing. You always have to take a type of fallout worth at least the same number of points 
as you have to get rid of; you can’t take multiple instances of a less troublesome type of fallout. 

Magic 
Distortions (2 or 3 Overcharge) 
The excess magic you’ve accumulated leaks out into the world, making things around you become strange 
and unsettling. 

A distortion that removes up to 2 point of Overcharge causes something unusual but plausible to happen. 
The weather changes very abruptly, all the cats in the area converge in one spot, objects keep falling in un-
likely ways, birds’ magnetic sense is thrown off in the area, etc. 

A distortion that removes 3 points of Overcharge causes something impossible to happen, but something 
that people can dismiss as imagined. Falling objects can hover or change direction, a door doesn’t quite de-
liver you to the right place, unnatural weather, an animal starts walking through walls, a person flickers in 
an out of existence for a little while, etc. 

Mutation (4 or 5 Overcharge) 
Excess magical energy can also distort people’s bodies and souls. You can remove up to 5 Overcharge points 
by taking on a random magical mutation, or you can remove up to 4 by putting mutation on someone else 
(who must be either non-magical or willing). To determine the particular mutation, make a d66 roll on the 
table below. 

Unless stated otherwise, mutations are always in effect, regardless of what form you’re in. For mutations 
that only trigger sometimes, the GM can either make them activate now and then whenever she feels like it, 
or roll a die for every scene and have them trigger on a 6. 

Mutations are permanent, though I suppose a wish could remove them. 
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Roll Mutation Description 

11 Magic Eyes One or both of your eyes take on an unnatural color or otherwise look very strange. 

12 Distorted Shadow Your shadow takes on strange shapes, and sometimes moves on its own. 

13 Candy Scent 
Your body always smells of sweet candy. It’s almost always detectable to anyone in the 
same room as you, and it can be overpowering close up. 

14 Baldness The hair on your head simply falls out and won’t grow back. Consider buying a good wig. 

15 Rococo Style 
You have a sort of magical aura of garish ornateness. Your belongings subtly alter them-
selves to become elaborate and lacy, your packed lunch seems to become all sweets, and so 
on. 

16 Moé Girl 
You become unnaturally attractive in a way that appeals to otaku. Your proportions are a 
little too perfect, your skin looks photoshopped, your eyes become just a little too large, and 
your hair looks like a quality cosplay wig. 

21 Canine Animosity 
Dogs just seem to find you unsettling. Dogs near you freak out and bark, whine, and howl. 
Even a dog you’ve known all your life would bark its head off around you. 

22 Doll Joints 

Your body has joints like a well-made doll. Although you are still made of flesh and blood, 
you must wear clothes that cover most of your body if you want to hide the doll joints. Al-
so, your limbs are removable, and could even be swapped with those of someone else who 
has this mutation. 

23 Magic Voice 
Your voice has magical power that cuts in and out at random. Every now and then people 
are magically compelled to carry out something you say in the most literal manner they can 
manage, but you have no control over what or when. 

24 Magical Diet 
You can no longer handle normal food, instead gaining sustenance from magical energy. Eat-
ing food always gives you food poisoning type symptoms. 

25 Technicolor Yawn 
You periodically feel sick to your stomach and throw up a strange rainbow-colored sub-
stance. Sometimes it forms into cute little creatures that scurry off to never be seen again. 

26 Weak Aura 

Your aura has become destabilized, making your “presence” periodically slip away. When 
this happens, people simply lose the ability to perceive you, even your best friends, unless 
you do something really extreme to catch their attention, and even then you’ll quickly slip 
out of their perception. 

31 
Always Trans-
formed 

You lose the ability to revert to your normal form. No matter what you do, you will always 
appear in your outlandish costume. If someone other than a magical girl gets this mutation, 
their clothes always distort into something outlandish. 

32 Cat Tail 
You sprout a long, catlike tail from the base of your spine. You can hide it if you try, but it’s 
always uncomfortable to do so. 

33 Screaming Every now and then you start screaming involuntarily. 

34 Theme Music Cute, peppy music just sort of forms in the air around you at times. 

35 Third Eye 
A third eye opens up in your forehead. It’s not too hard to hide if you’re careful, but… it’s a 
third eye in your forehead. 

36 Youma Allergy 
You can no longer ignore youma, because being in the same general area as one causes debi-
litating headaches and nausea. 
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41 Discolored 
Your body takes on a strange color. When you’re transformed this coloration is extremely 
obvious, but when you’re not transformed it’s more of a subtle tint to your skin color. 

42 
Elemental Reson-
ance 

Instances of your magical element have a way of behaving abnormally when you’re around. 
If your element is water, the water in the school’s pool might take on a life of its own for 
example. If this mutation is put on someone who isn’t a magical girl, they have this effect 
for the element of the magical girl it originated from. 

43 Miniaturization 
You periodically shrink down to the size of a small doll and revert back at random. While 
shrunk you become hard to catch, but dealing with the world in general is a challenge. Your 
magic is unaffected. 

44 Molting 
Every now and then you have to shed your skin. It looks like you’re pulling off a rubbery
body suit, and each time you molt you look just a little different. If you put off molting you 
start feeling progressively more uncomfortable, until it becomes totally unbearable. 

45 Portal 
A magical portal periodically opens up in some part of your body, such as your forehead or 
belly. Strange things come out, technicolor spirits or sometimes tsukaima or youma. 

46 Lighting Effect 
Somehow you always look as though you’re lit by daylight, regardless of conditions around 
you. 

51 EM Phenomenon 
Your body emits electromagnetic waves that disrupt electronics. Cell phones and other 
things that require radio signals stop working within a city block of you, and you can no 
longer use cell phones, computers, etc. yourself. 

52 Inflatable 

There is an inflation plug in place of your belly button. Outwardly you look the same, 
though you’re very light (only a few kilograms) and float on water. If your plug is opened 
you’ll actually deflate and flop helplessly to the ground until someone inflates you again. 
However, you’re durable enough that you won’t be punctured unless you either lose all your 
Resolve or you do it to yourself. 

53 Magical Amnesia You can’t remember any of what happened before you became a magical girl. 

54 Maw 
Somewhere on your body is a large mouth with many sharp teeth. You can conceal it with 
normal clothing, but it gets hungry and restless sometimes. 

55 Magical Boy 
You become a boy. Nothing else about you particularly changes, and you can still transform 
and use magic (you’re still male when transformed though). If a male who is not a magical 
girl is affected by this mutation, they are turned into a girl instead.  

56 Crystal Rash Translucent crystals start growing out of your skin. They can easily break off. 

61 Unstuck in Space 
Some dimensional distortion has loosened your position in the space-time continuum. As a 
result you sometimes teleport short distances at random. The burning void you experience 
while between places is terrifying too. 

62 Binary Fission 

Your regular and magical selves split apart into two separate girls. Your magical self is like a 
sort of robot that you can mentally command as long as you’re within 100 meters or so. If 
someone other than a magical girl gets this mutation they will have a perfectly identical 
clone instead. 

63 Nightmare Vision 
You experience the entire world as one colossal Nightmare. Everything is distorted and sur-
real, and while it usually manages to follow the proper shape of reality, sometimes it’s dan-
gerously off. 

64 Zombie 
Your body seems to have died, yet keeps moving because of some kind of magic. You can’t 
eat or sleep anymore, and your body gradually starts to decay. 

65 Tsukaima Form 
When not transformed, you look like a tsukaima, a fanciful furry creature capable of human 
speech. Your magical girl form is still human, but of course you can only maintain it for a 
short time. 

66 Mutation Flux 
You have the misfortune to greet each new day with a new mutation. Roll on the mutation 
table every time you start a new day. Re-roll if you get this result or another mutation you 
already have. 
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Magical Burst (6+ Overcharge) 
The excess magical power you’ve accumulated turns into an explosion of raw power that annihilates any-
thing and anyone nearby, excepting beings of considerable magical power. Everyone within the area of effect 
loses 2 Resolve per point of Overcharge. The size of the area affected depends on how many Overcharge 
points went into the Magical Burst, as follows: 

Overcharge Area Affected 
6 Size of a house 
7 Size of a larger building 
8 Size of a skyscraper 
9 A city block 
10 Several city blocks 

It is possible for someone to use magic to escape unscathed by making a Magic-based challenge and getting 
a result equal to at least twice the number of Overcharge points that went into the Magical Burst. 

Heart 
Tainted Affection (2-3 Overcharge) 
The stress of what you’ve experienced makes you latch onto people around you in a way that’s a bit unset-
tling. 

You can remove up to 2 Overcharge points with a moderate display of intimacy to someone, such as a linger-
ing hug, blurting out personal stuff about yourself, abruptly inviting someone on a date, etc. 

You can remove up to 3 Overcharge points with a more extreme display of intimacy to someone, such as 
kissing someone out of nowhere. 

Breakdown (4-5 Overcharge) 
When the emotional strain of everything you’ve been through becomes too much, you could have a break-
down and stop being able to properly function. 

You can remove up to 4 points with a moderate breakdown. For the next scene or two you can barely con-
tain yourself and keep bursting into tears or having panic attacks. While this is in effect you take a –2 penal-
ty to any challenges. 

You can remove up to 5 points with a major breakdown. For the next scene you’re all but catatonic unless 
your own safety is very directly threatened, and for one or two scenes after that you’ll be weepy or have 
panic attacks. While this is in effect you take a –3 penalty to any challenges. 

Infatuation (6+ Overcharge) 
Your use of magic based on forming bonds with others causes you form an unnatural attachment to some-
one. You fall in love with another character, and you fall hard, forming a troubling obsession. You must do 
whatever you can to be near them at all times, and try to both protect them and become intimate with 
them. This lasts until the end of the episode or until you have another Infatuation fallout come up. 
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Fury 
Outburst (2-3 Overcharge) 
You have a sudden, violent outburst that you can’t really explain. The more points you’re removing, the more 
harm it does to people around you. 

You can remove up to 2 Overcharge points by doing some property damage or having a minor violent out-
burst against someone. 

You can remove up to 3 Overcharge points by having a major violent outburst that substantially hurts some-
one you have a relationship with. 

Hate (4-5 Overcharge) 
Using your rage to fuel your magic can have an adverse effect on your ability to connect to other people. 
Hate fallout means you have a sudden change in your feelings about someone that destroys your relation-
ship with them. You can remove up to 3 points of Overcharge by changing a relationship’s attribute to Fury, 
and up to 4 for removing a relationship entirely. You can re-form or repair this relationship later, but it 
won’t be easy. 

Rampage (6+ Overcharge) 
The power of the rage you’ve channeled goes completely out of control, temporarily turning you into a 
crazed berserker. For a full scene, you attack anyone and anything that gets in your way. You cannot use 
your Heart attribute, but you get a +2 bonus to your Results for Challenges made in battle. You can damage 
property, hurt people, fight youma, etc, but you must do violence as much as you possibly can for an entire 
scene. 

Combination Fallout 
Certain actions can count as more than one kind of fallout at once, and thus can remove Overcharge from 
more than one attribute at a time. If you trigger a Magical Burst with ill intent towards people you have re-
lationships with, it could count as removing both Magic and Fury Overcharge. 
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The Game Master's Job 
In Magical Burst the GM’s job is basically to keep the magical girls’ lives difficult and shocking. This is not a 
setting where magic is a known quantity, yet it is not the kind of magical girl story where magic is always 
conveniently unnoticed by normal people. The unpredictable side-effects of magic have a way of leaking out 
into a world that is unprepared for and uncomprehending of them. This is important. Magic violates the 
natural order of the world, creates a wrongness that naturally repulses people. 

Although the source material for Magical Burst is Japanese, and the game purposely uses some Japanese ter-
minology, it doesn’t necessarily take place in Japan. I will leave it to you to figure out how that works. 

Use Magical Girls' Answers 
In creating a magical girl, the players will give you a bunch of ideas about who their characters are and 
what they want out of the game. 

Normal People 
Ordinary people are largely insignificant to the rules of the game, but they’re vital to what goes on in it. 
They help anchor the magical girls to normal reality, but they’re also who the magical girls have to conceal 
the magical side of their lives from. 

Youma 
Appearance and Behavior 
Power Level and Resolve 
Instead of attributes, youma have a Power Level, which is expressed as a number of dice with a bonus. When 
you roll for a youma, a six on a die means you roll another die just like for a magical girl (with the corres-
ponding +2 to damage on a successful attack), but they don’t take Overcharge points. 

Youma Strength Power Level Resolve Damage 
Weak 2d6+3 8 1d3* 
Average 2d6+7 16 1d6 
Strong 3d6+8 24 1d6+3 

Youma Types 
Each youma is one of the three following types: 

 Combat youma specialize in physical combat. They get a +2 bonus to their Result against opponents 
using Fury, but a –2 penalty against opponents using Heart. 

 Mystic youma use general magical power. 

 Psychic youma specialize in affecting emotions. They get a +2 bonus to their Result against opponents 
using Heart, but a –2 penalty against opponents using Fury. 

Special Abilities 
Optionally, you can give a youma one of the following special abilities: 

 Elemental Resistance: Some youma are resistant to particular elements. Reduce damage taken from 
one particular element by 2 (to a minimum of 0). 

 Magic Radiation: This youma radiates unstable magic. At the end of a scene in spent near this youma, 
each magical girl takes 1d6 Magic Overcharge points. 

 Variable Type: Certain youma can change to any of the three Youma Types when attacking. Whichev-
er they choose, they stick with until they attack and change again. 

                                            
* Roll 1d6, divide by 2, round up (or you can get one of the six-sided dice numbered 1-3 twice they sell at hobby stores). 
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Other Magical Girls 
It’s up to you to decide how much you want other magical girls to come into the game. They can play most 
any role you wish; the only constant is that they are in the same basic situation as the players’ magical girls. 

In game terms you can either treat other magical girls as an Average strength youma (maybe more or less if 
they’re particularly green or experienced), or create a more detailed profile as per a player’s magical girl. 
However, if you find yourself putting too much time and effort into a non-player magical girl, it might be 
time to let someone else be the GM and just play that character. 

Secrets 
The tsukaima do not tell the magical girls everything. They can be deceitful, and there is much they have not 
yet revealed. As the Game Master, you get to devise and dole out horrifying secrets about magic. If you think 
the magical girls are being traumatized by what they learn, you can have the players make Shock Checks 
too. 

Below are some possible secrets. Feel free to use them or make up your own. 

 Some magical girls are actually youma that have become fully sentient. Some of them don’t even know 
what they really are. 

 Magical girls’ magical weapons actually house their souls, and their bodies are replaced with artificial ones 
that can be more easily repaired through magic. 

 Men with the potential to use magic are very rare, but they do exist. When tsukaima will make contracts 
with them, they permanently become girls. Tsukaima can rewrite their memories to help them adjust, but 
some choose not to. 

 Youma are actually the souls of the dead, and by defeating them you are consigning them to oblivion. 

 Magical girls’ dreams are actually the source of the youma. Without magical girls there would simply be 
no youma at all. 

 The tsukaima come from the Magical Kingdom, and their true goal is to invade the mundane world. 

 The wishes the tsukaima promise are a sham. Or at least, no magical girl has ever survived long enough to 
claim one. 

 A weapon from a dead magical girl is worth 12 Oblivion Seeds. 

 When you become a magical girl, your tsukaima has made you part of a story, and that story will control 
your life. 

 Men who make contracts with tsukaima become girls, even when not transformed, and the change makes 
them lose most of their memories. Only the wish they had in mind is sure to remain. 

 There is another faction of girls with magical powers, the majo (witches), who believe that they must ex-
terminate the tsukaima at all costs, for the good of all. 

 The tsukaima come from the Dream City, which will supplant the city you live in once they collect enough 
Oblivion Seeds. 

 The city and everyone who lives there, everyone you love, are fakes except for the magical girls. No one 
knows what lies beyond the confines of the city.  

 The tsukaima are servants of a being that might be called God, but that being utterly despises mankind. If 
humanity is to have a future at all, magical girls will have to band together and fight God himself. 
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 Human beings are creatures of flesh and blood and nothing more. When they die, their biological 
processes simply stop, and they come to a very permanent end. Even magic cannot change this fundamen-
tal fact. 

Other Stuff 
Interacting with Tsukaima 
Especially if there are some nasty Secrets revealed, magical girls may wish to do violence to a tsukaima. I can 
think of a few ways to handle this (though you could doubtless come up with others): 

1. When threatened, a tsukaima can transform into a horrifying monster. In game terms this is a Power-
ful Mystic-Type Youma. 

2. Tsukaima are ridiculously slippery bastards, and for all intents and purposes impossible to catch. They 
can become insubstantial, teleport, turn invisible, or otherwise use magical trickery to evade any at-
tackers. Or they might just turn out to have been mentally projecting into the magical girls’ minds in 
the first place, and were never physically present to be threatened in the first place. 

3. Killing a tsukaima is incredibly easy. The problem is that the consequences of doing so are far worse 
than any magical girls could have imagined. 

Granting Wishes 
I don’t have any rules for granting wishes. Assuming that it turns out that the offer of a wish was not a 
sham, it’s up to you to decide what happens when a magical girl finally makes her wish. The outcome 
should be something fitting with what’s already gone on in the game, and by the time a magical girl manag-
es to get the 13 Oblivion Seeds you should have a very good idea of what she’s like inside. You might opt for 
an utterly Faustian “evil genie” kind of approach, but that’s hardly necessary. Simply letting a wish be magi-
cally granted can be enough to make life uncomfortably strange for a magical girl and the people she cares 
about, and even a well-intentioned wish executed to perfection can ultimately bring about the utmost trage-
dy. 
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Appendix: Random Tables 
This section is a collection of d66 tables you can use to help fill in details about magical girls and youma. 

Human Name 
If you want to give your magical girl a suitable Japanese name, you can select or make a d66 roll on the 
tables below. As you may have guessed, these are rather fanciful names culled from magical girl anime and 
the like. 

d66 Family Name d66 Family Name d66 Family Name 
11 Aikawa 31 Hino 51 Misugi 
12 Aino 32 Hozumi 52 Mizuno 
13 Aizawa 33 Hyuuga 53 Momomiya 
14 Akatsusumi 34 Iwakura 54 Nagisa 
15 Amano 35 Kagurazaka 55 Nonohara 
16 Aoyama 36 Kanzaki 56 Onigawara 
21 Arisugawa 41 Kasuga 61 Sawanoguchi 
22 Fujiwara 42 Kawai 62 Shinohara 
23 Goutokuji 43 Kousaka 63 Shirayuki 
24 Hanazono 44 Kinomoto 64 Takamine 
25 Haneoka 45 Matsubara 65 Tsukino 
26 Hiiragi 46 Midorikawa 66 Watanabe 
      

d66 Given Name d66 Given Name d66 Given Name 
11 Ami 31 Miaka 51 Sasami 
12 Eri 32 Michiru 52 Setsuna 
13 Haruka 33 Minako 53 Sumire 
14 Hikaru 34 Misao 54 Tsukasa 
15 Hotaru 35 Mitsuki 55 Umi 
16 Fuu 36 Momo 56 Usagi 
21 Honoka 41 Nagisa 61 Yoshiko 
22 Ichigo 42 Nanami 62 Yui 
23 Komugi 43 Rei 63 Yuko 
24 Makoto 44 Rina 64 Yuna 
25 Mami 45 Ririka 65 Yuri 
26 Mao 46 Sakura 66 Zakuro 
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Magical Girl Name 
In the Magical Burst setting the tsukaima don’t particularly care what a magical girl calls herself. In anime 
there is a common formula of “Magical Girl” followed by the character’s first name. If you’d like to get a lit-
tle more creative with your magical girl name, you can roll or choose from the tables below to assemble 
one. 

d66 Part 1 Part 2 Part 3 
11-12 Magical Angel Lovely 
13-14 Lovely Knight Pretty 
15-16 Mystic Star Magical 
21-22 Magic Moon Fancy 
23-24 Pretty Blossom Lyrical 
25-26 Solar Fraulein Little 
31-32 Lunar Cure Cutie 
33-34 Cutie Fairy Eternal 
35-36 Fancy Girl Sweet 
41-42 Miracle Witch Miracle 
43-44 Nurse Princess Pastel 
45-46 Sailor Doll Wonderful 
51-52 Sugar Strawberry Elegant 
53-54 Wedding Idol Precious 
55-56 Creamy Star Beautiful 
61-62 Super Peach Rainbow 
63-64 Saint Rune Shining 
65-66 Cosmic Melody Heartful 

Magical Element 
This table is divided up into six parts according to different themes. You can just make a d66 roll as usual, or 
pick one of the six themes and roll 1d6 to get an element from those. 

 d66 Element  d66 Element 
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11 Earth 
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41 Love 
12 Air 42 Joy 
13 Fire 43 Sadness 
14 Water 44 Hate 
15 Metal 45 Fear 
16 Wood 46 Rage 
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21 Ice 
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51 Blood 
22 Lightning 52 Bone 
23 Light 53 Vacuum 
24 Shadow 54 Plasma 
25 Gravity 55 Radiation 
26 Magnetism 56 Nothingness 
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31 Sugar 
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61 Chains 
32 Rainbows 62 Glass 
33 Feathers 63 Leaves 
34 Stardust 64 Needles 
35 Flowers 65 Plastic 
36 Spirit 66 Paper 
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Magical Girl Costume 
There aren’t any hard and fast rules for how to design a magical girl costume; they tend to consist of a fanci-
ful dress of some kind with some unusual elements added. If you need a little help, you can roll for a few 
elements on the table below for some ideas. 

d66 Costume Element d66 Costume Element
11 Sailor Suit 41 Sword 
12 Cat 42 Cross 
13 Bunny 43 Angel Wings 
14 Gems 44 Kimono 
15 Key 45 Miko 
16 Star 46 Gothic Lolita 
21 Heart 51 Broom 
22 Armor 52 Key 
23 Gold 53 Maid 
24 Silver 54 Flower 
25 Wedding Dress 55 Witch 
26 Rainbow 56 School Swimsuit 
31 Runes 61 Jumpsuit 
32 Kanji 62 Albino 
33 Hexagram 63 Eyepatch 
34 Nurse 64 Hero Scarf 
35 Staff 65 Bandages 
36 Pentagram 66 Omega 
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Youma Appearance 
d66  d66  d66  
11 Child 31 Worm 51 Witch 
12 Snake 32 Car 52 Artist 
13 Bat 33 Spider 53 Clothes 
14 Flower 34 Camera 54 Robot 
15 Musician 35 Butterfly 55 Dancer 
16 Dancer 36 Motorcycle 56 Warrior 
21 Girl 41 Lion 61 Amorphous 
22 Cat 42 Sphere 62 Insect 
23 Dog 43 Rabbit 63 Tree 
24 Man 44 Mouse 64 Painting 
25 Woman 45 Die 65 Sound 
26 Camera 46 Robed Figure 66 Magical Girl 
      

d66  d66  d66  
11 Giant 31 Flaming 51 Checkered 
12 Polka-Dotted 32 Ice 52 Slime 
13 Winged 33 Lightning 53 Suit 
14 Goblin 34 Lycanthrope 54 Shackled 
15 Naga 35 Centauroid 55 Lacy 
16 Venus Flytrap 36 Spines 56 Shadow 
21 Gelatinous 41 Cotton Candy 61 Luminous 
22 Demonic 42 Clockwork 62 Plush 
23 Doll 43 Faceless 63 Burning 
24 Tentacles 44 Eye 64 Elongated 
25 Tiny 45 Wall 65 Spines 
26 Harlequin 46 Gemstone 66 Runes 

Epilogue Comic 
Makoto’s sword has impaled Pyonkichi, whose lifeless body is spilling some kind of black fluff. Makoto is 
standing over Pyonkichi, but looking back at a fearful Yuna with an expression that is exhilarated and hope-
ful. 

Makoto: Yuna, I know who I am. 

Makoto: And I think I know how we can fix all of this. 


